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June 26-29, 2018
Symposium on “Embedded Systems & Internet of Things” in the frame of the 3rd International
Conference on Smart and Sustainable Technologies (SpliTech2018), technically co-sponsored by
the IEEE Communication Society (ComSoc), will be held in Split on June 26-29, 2018.
The main goal of this symposium is to present and discuss recent advances in the area of the
Internet of Things and Embedded systems that are becoming research topics more and more
interesting for both academia and industry. This symposium will provide an opportunity for scientists,
engineers and researchers to discuss new applications, design problems, ideas, solutions, research
and development results, experiences and work-in-progress activities in this important technological
area.
Accepted and presented papers will be published in the conference proceedings and submitted to
IEEE Xplore as well as other Abstracting and Indexing (A&I) databases. Authors of selected best
papers will be invited to submit an extended version of their manuscripts for publication in a special
issue of some international and indexed journals such as IEEE ACCESS, JCOMSS.
We cordially invite speakers who wish to present original papers on the following subjects, but not
limited to these, associated with the following topics:
Software and Hardware Architectures for Embedded Systems
Mobile and Pervasive/Ubiquitous Computing
Real-time and Reconfigurable Embedded Systems
Rapid prototyping
Ubiquitous sensing and actuation
Mobile applications for monitoring and assisting
IoT architectures, protocols, and algorithms in smart cities
Innovative AAL systems
Cloud Computing in Embedded System Development
Solution and services supported by consumer devices
People-IoT Interactions
Cloud-based People-centric IoT Applications and Environments
Middleware and Architecture for the IoT
Smart devices and intelligent products
Localization technologies
Wearable technologies
Microservices Architectures
Security and Privacy in IoT
Industry 4.0
ModBus and ETSI M2M
Big Data and Data Analytics
Semantics and Ontologies in IoT
Social Internet of Things
Smart environments and Internet of Things
Case studies, field trials, and industrial Applications
More information about the Symposium submission deadline (March 20, 2018), procedure and
authors kit is available on the website::
http://2018.splitech.org/
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Tutorial 1: Fast Prototyping For IoT Solutions Using STM32 And Mbed
This tutorial will show you how to create a prototype for Internet of Things (IoT) solutions. You just need to
select a board with an STM32 microcontroller and some of ST expansion boards that offer sensors,
connectivity and other capabilities.
After you have chosen the hardware configuration that perfectly suits your needs, you'll be guided to select
the corresponding software libraries in ARM mbed and you will get a working prototype in minutes.
STM32, based on the ARM Cortex-M processor, is a family of 32-bit microcontrollers offering a product range
that combines very high performance, real-time capabilities, digital signal processing, and low power.
ARM mbed provides the operating system, cloud services, tools and developer ecosystem for IoT devices.
Speaker: ST Lecce Lab (http://www.st.com)
Duration: 4 hours

Tutorial 2: Android Programming
The tutorial on Android programming aims at providing an introduction to the development of mobile
applications for the Android operating system. More specifically, the focus of the tutorial concerns the
retrieval and visualization of data stored in Cloud. So, both the network communication mechanisms and the
design of simple user interfaces for displaying data are the main treated topics.
Speaker: SofThings (http://www.softhings.com) and GetByBus (https://getbybus.com/en/)
Duration: 4 hours

Tutorial 3: Cloud Services
This tutorial aims to provide a state of art on Cloud services. Particular attention will be focused on
implementation details such as container and docker, FIWARE platform, and end-user applications.
Deploy by container: What's a Linux Container? Explore Docker and Container management: i) Installation, ii)
Docker images, iii) Execution of containers; iv) Persistence Storage; v) Port Mapping and networking; vi) Stop
and networking.
Context Data Broker (Orion context broker)
IoT Device Backend Manager (IDAS and FIWARE)
IoT Gateway (Figway Agent)
IoT-aware Applications enabled by Fiware: i) Social IoT; ii) Activity Recognition; iii) POI Detection; iv) Frequent
POI Detection; v) Next POI Prediction
End-user Applications enable by Fiware: i) TACTUS, Tangible Composition for Ubiquituum Service; ii) 3D
Heatmaps.
Speaker: Engineering (www.eng.it)
Duration: 6 hours
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Workshop on Industry of the Internet of Things (IIT2018)
The workshop on Industry of the Internet of Things aims to offer the opportunity to very important industries
and companies working in the IoT field to report own vision and the state of art of technologies, solutions,
experiences, and working-in progress activities.
In particular, several ICT companies will be invited in order to report a real vision of the industry on challenges
and solutions in the IoT sector. Meeting corners and exhibition session will be organized in cooperation with
some companies such as STMicroelectronics (http://www.st.com), SensorID, SofThings
(http://www.softhings.com), Selmet (TBC), Amplifico (TBC), Ericsson (TBC), MANAS (TBC), etc...
The Workshop IIT2018 will host also a Poster Session focused on Internet of Things.
Workshop Chair: Luigi Patrono University of Salento, Italy (luigi.patrono@unisalento.it )
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